CABA Intelligent Buildings Council

Terms of Reference

1. The CABA Intelligent Buildings Council’s overall objective is to strengthen the large building automation and intelligent buildings industry through innovative technology-driven research projects that allow CABA to achieve its vision and mission:

   - **Vision**
     Empowers connectivity among people, spaces, and technology for a better tomorrow.

   - **Mission**
     CABA fosters informed thought leadership and collaboration within intelligent built environments to deliver a more livable, sustainable, and efficient connected world.

2. The Intelligent Buildings Council will review opportunities, strategize, act and monitor initiatives that relate to integrated systems and automation in the large building sector.

3. The Intelligent Buildings Council members in reviewing issues and opportunities will provide advice, direction, and recommendations to the CABA Board of Directors and Secretariat.

4. The CABA Intelligent Buildings Council Executive Committee shall be comprised of the Chair and Vice-Chairs, selected by the Council.

5. The Intelligent Buildings Council will receive administrative support from the CABA Secretariat.

6. The Intelligent Buildings Council should meet a minimum of four (4) times annually and they can be virtual or face-to-face meetings.

7. Intelligent Buildings Council members must be active in the large building automation sector and they must also work with organizations that are CABA members in good standing.